Mouse Design

Supplies to gather: 3" square (8cm) paper, colored paper scraps, scissors, gluestick, black marker.

1. Fold the square on the diagonal. Unfold. Fold the two edges to the diagonal crease.

2. Sharpen all three of the creases. Overlap the two flaps. Put a little glue there to keep it together.

3. From the colored paper, cut two ears and a strip for the tail about 5" (12cm) long. Curl the tail with the edge of the scissors, pulling it across like ribbon.

4. Glue the ears in place. Glue the tail in place. Draw whiskers and eyes on the mouse finger puppet.

This classic craft design was created by Helen Spaetzel, a designer and puppet maker for Rainbow Puppet Productions. Please enjoy and share your results on our website and facebook page. www.rainbowpuppets.com